Pixelated Circles
– 30 Years of Game-based
Language Learning
David Dodgson
It was almost thirty years ago that I had my first home gaming experience. As an eight year-old, I excitedly
rushed down the stairs one Christmas morning to hear the melodic beeps of Bombjack running on a
Commodore 64. I was instantly drawn in by the bright colourful graphics, catchy music and frantic joystick
bashing. That Christmas morning back in the 1980s was not my first time playing computer games though.
I was a middle school student at the time and had often played ‘learning games’ on BBC Micro machines. I
recall playing the self-explanatory Maze and also Castle of Riddles, an adventure game involving a quest to
collect dragon’s teeth and a fiendishly difficult maze, which the player had to navigate in complete darkness.
In conversation with colleagues on Facebook, we reminisced about games from school such as Granny’s
Garden and Scoop. Some of us simply remembered playing them while others talked about doing project
work based on their experiences in the game, thus going beyond simply playing for fun and into active
learning. These early examples, it should be noted, all relate to the world of general first-language education.
But what of digital games and language learning? In this article, I will consider where game-based language
learning has come from, where it is now and where it is potentially going.
The gaming revolution, of course, had already begun by this point with Ataris, ZX Spectrums and
many other models making their way into homes around the world. Many of the early games
were simple but addictive often involving shooting, fighting, or basic sports simulations (leading to many
early criticisms of games as violent or a repetitive waste of time). These games involved little in the way
of language beyond the instructions and occasional in-game text. There was one genre of game however,
that immediately caught the attention of language educators: the text-based adventure. These were games
which consisted of text on a screen describing a location often with a question like “What shall I do now?”
Players would interact by typing in commands to move around or interact with objects. Such games required
intensive reading, critical thinking to identify what course of action to take, and active use and understanding
of the game’s lexis to progress.

1980s

Through the context they provide, games enable a high degree of incidental vocabulary acquisition which
was researched by Rolf Palmberg (1988) using the text adventure Pirate Cove with two Swedish primary
learners. The results showed that even after only two 45-minute play sessions a month apart, the children
when tested retained a significant amount of the vocabulary they had encountered while playing. The
context of the game, both in terms of seeing the lexis in use and the general setting of a pirate story, was key
in enabling them to understand and retain the new items despite their elementary English language level.
Text-based games had their limits, however. They often contained quite specific vocabulary and, furthermore,
only a limited number of often single-word commands could be accepted by the computer. The ability of
computers to process more complex language was yet to come.
The next decade would see many leaps forward in gaming technology – Nintendos became Super
Nintendos, Commodore moved on from the C64 to the Amiga, and by the end of the decade, the
PlayStation would arrive with Spectrum and Atari consigned to the pages of computing history. Interest in
games for learning continued through fmv games, which allowed for the introduction of spoken language to
games through video cut scenes. Warschauer and Healey (1998) describe such an interactive game for French
learners A la Recontre de Phillipe, which utilised video to incorporate authentic language input into the ingame tasks. 3D graphics also appeared, opening up possibilities for more exploration and interaction within
the game. Myst served as an early example of this with a richly-detailed world for the player to navigate.
Warschauer and Healey also highlight how the game created ‘more natural interactions between the user and
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the computer’ (pp. 67) through increased ability for computers
to process typed language.
The article also calls for ‘intelligent CALL form[s]’ of such
games (ibid.) that not only respond to learners but also assess
their vocabulary and grammar. While this sounds like an ideal
marriage between an engaging game experience and graded
language, such games have often been problematic. With
games at the end of the 1990s becoming increasingly complex
and therefore more expensive to produce, ‘educational games’
started to languish behind in terms of gameplay, instead
focusing on language points. As Stanley and Mawer (2011)
note, ‘most language learning computer games end up being
thinly disguised tests’.
As we moved into the new millennium, new possibilities started to open up through the
internet. First of all, forums started to appear through which players would exchange advice for
progressing through games, giving details of where to find hidden secrets. This offered English language
learners the world over the chance to use English for authentic purposes as they read through the threads
and perhaps contributed to them themselves. Massively multiplayer online games (MMOs) also changed the
ways in which players could interact with each other. Warschauer and Healey (1998) had already noted how
the language generated between multiple players at the same machine often transcended the language of
the game itself. This could now be replicated online initially through text chat and later voice chat without the
player ever needing to quit the game.

2000s

In a special edition of ReCALL dedicated to digital games for language learning, Rama et al (2012) researched
the affordances of World of Warcraft, the world’s most popular MMO, for second language learners. Their
study of students of Spanish concluded that such games have the benefit of offering ‘unique contexts for
language learning and socialization that are a marked contrast to the insulated communicative environments
of many language classrooms’ (pp. 337) noting how one student in particular improved his communicative
ability considerably through interactions with other players.
However, there are also drawbacks to using MMOs. The study
notes that the in-game language is quite demanding and the
peer-to-peer intercations are unscripted and unpredictable in
terms of the language demands they generate. Another limit
of MMOs for use in the classroom is that they are generally
huge games, taking up significant amounts of hard-disk
space and, as is the case with Warcraft, sometimes requiring
a paid subscription, obviously creating limits on their use in
classrooms. For this reason, in their book Digital Play, Stanley
and Mawer present lesson plans and activities mainly based
on free-to-play browser-based online games, not designed for
L2 learners. They convincingly argue that using ‘games in language learning’ rather than ‘language learning
games’ provide the best results, as long as they are used with structured tasks and teacher support to
maximise the potential for language learning, a point also made by Palmberg (1988) and Rama et al (2012).

Present Day and Beyond

‘Learning games’ have not really advanced in the ways Palmberg (1988) and Warschaeur and Healey (1998)
expected they would. Commercial games and online games are often seen as too complex or too costly to
use regularly in class. So where does that leave us with game-based language learning? It is tempting to look
for the ‘next big thing’ which many suggest will be virtual reality headsets. However, as we know, many ‘big
things’ in educational technology such as IWBs, often fail to have the expected impact. Stanley and Mawer’s
advocacy of free-to-play online games offers a more sustainable way to incorporate digital gaming into the
language classroom and I suggest two further trends will increasingly find their way into our language classrooms: app games and indie games.
Apps offer access to popular games that are easy to pick up and play and bring into the learning space. With
an increasing number of schools providing tablets or allowing learners to use their own devices (with child
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safeguarding measures taken), games such as Can You Escape?
can be readily integrated into the syllabus.
Indie games have the advantages of being cheap to buy and
easy to run on older machines. Take a look at this screenshot
from a game I have recently used with my upper secondary
students, Undertale.
Looking at the graphics, you may be forgiven for thinking this is
a screenshot from Pirate Cove or another game from that era. It
is in fact a game from 2015, evoking retro RPGs but with modern
story-telling. The game changes based on the decision the
players make, offering plenty of opportunities for discussion and comparison in class.
All the best past examples of game-based learning emphasise the need for the game to be integrated into the
learning process as we would do with any other authentic materials. Moving forward into the next 30 years,
we should not be looking to develop specific language learning games or incorporate the latest hardware. We
should instead be looking to make the best use of the games available to us to promote language use, critical
thinking and discussion and drive forward what we are interested in most: English language learning.
David Dodgson is ICT Coordinator for the British Council in Bahrain. He has also worked in Turkey and
Gabon, gaining teaching experience with children and teenagers, adults, ESP and EAL classes. He has a keen
interest in using digital games as authentic materials for language learning and blogs about it at
eltsandbox.weebly.com - You can contact him at dave.dodgson@gmail.com
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